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VirTra’s V-300 was the world’s first 300-degree o�cer 
training simulator. Its five screens immerse trainees in 
real-life scenarios, ranging from crisis de-escalation to 

judgmental use of force.

As trainees interact with the subjects, instructors choose 
the appropriate scenario branching option. This allows 

the situation to unfold based on the trainee’s 
actions—increasing the realism.

The V-300 is the top-of-the-line in simulators. It allows for immersion, de-escalation, stress 
inoculation, di�erent weapon systems and multiple scenarios with multiple branching options.

O�cer M. Austin, Omaha Police Department Academy Instructor

This 300-degree firearms training simulator far surpasses any law enforcement training 
currently available in the region. It provides real life training, giving o�cers a chance to test their 

skills against a variety of situations many encounter on a daily basis.

Chief Deputy David Huckstep, Alachua County Sheri�’s O�ce
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Complete Training Library In-Depth Scenarios

V-Marksmanship®

Realistic Training

The entire library of professionally-produced scenarios 
are filmed and edited specifically for the V-300. 

Training topics include: active shooters, de-escalation, 
emotionally disturbed person and skill drills. 

Each scenario is equipped with extensive branching 
options for unique content and genuine realism—as 
well as multiple training points for objective-based 

training and learning.

The V-300 V-Marksmanship program allows training 
across all 5 screens, or on individual screens. 

Instructors can choose from a variety of environments, 
weather, wind speeds, shooting positions and more.

O�cers can train with their personal duty weapons, 
once outfitted with VirTra’s drop-in laser recoil kits 

and CO2 magazines. These kits allow for more 
realistic training and reduced training scars—without 

permanent modification.

Real World Ballistics

V-VICTA™

The V-Marksmanship program is capable of replicating 
live fire and shooting distances up to 2,000m. VirTra’s 
ballistics calculator is independently verified with .02 

milliradians accuracy for powerful training.

The V-VICTA program—Virtual Interactive 
Coursework Training Academy—delivers 

nationally-certified training curriculum. All materials 
teach, train, test and sustain o�cers on critical, 

potentially life-saving topics. 


